TP 12.6: 68MHzeommsnModeSelf-TunedContinuous-Time as an EXOR gate driven digitally via two high-gain paths. The
active loop fdter uses solely on-chip capacitance. The $-tuning
Filter for MassStorage Applications
scheme built as an amplitude-locked loop contains a summer that

adds bandpass (BP) outputs of both filters, followed by full-wave
d e r s and peak detectors. The reference is processed by an
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Mass-storagechannels with bit rates in excess of lOOMb/s require
continuous-timefilters with cutoff-frequencies above 4OMHz [l,
21. At those frequencies,even for &-factorsaslow as 2, phase errors
may justify the use of a separate &-control if the required linear
phase response of the filter is to be guaranteed. B e c a w of the
tight power budget, bipolar designs may have an advantage over
CMOS and BiCMOS designs, combining high speed, low power,
and low noise levels.
The filter, built using a 9GHz bipolar process, is furnished with
both frequency- and &-tuningschemes. It operates up to GOMHZ,
and so can be applied in higher-order channel fiIters working in
the 25 40MHz range. The filter is truly self-tuned, i.e., it can be
tuned while processingsignals by simultaneously applying to the
input a differential-mode(DM) signal and a common-mode (CM)
reference. At the output, ifthe signals from both sides are added,
the filtered reference is recovered, while by subtracting the two
signals,with the exception for a smallresiduum, the filtered signal
is free from the reference. Since the main filter is directly tuned,
masters are eliminated, which may result in improved accuracy,
reduced die area and dissipated power.

-

Consider the lossy gm- C bipolar integrator shown in Figure 1[31.
It consists of a transconductor (G,) built as a voltage buffer OTAl

- Q, controllingresistor R1. High gain of OTAl results in a linear
V I conversion even though the circuit is single-ended. OTAl is
built as a pnp differential pair with a Schotky diode level shSt at
the input. The G, is also provided with an emitter-follower level
shift a t the output. The input and output swings are M.W, but
they could be extendedif additional devices are available to realize
larger input and output shifts. The =tunability is achieved by a
current driven pair Q3- Q,. The phase errors are compensated
initially by the resistor RQin series with the integrating capacitor
C,. For the purpose of Q-tuning, the phase is further adjusted by
changing the tail current I,of OTA1.

-

-

The output resistance of the load source Q R, does not have to be
very high since the dc output level is defined by loading the G,
with l/gm-resistorO T 4 R,, and using a replica-biasshown in
Figure 2. The bias scheme repeats the circuitry of loaded G, with
addition of the amplifier B-OTA setting the dc output level close
to VoukmF
This eliminates CM-feedback circuitry,improves stability, and may result in die area and power savings.

-

Sinceboth capacitorsof Figure 3 are loaded with I/%-resistors the
biquad transfer functiontends to havelower Q-fador andgain, but
both parameters can be compensatedfor by choosing appropriate
values of g,'s. With tunable l/c-loads, the transfer function is
preserved while tuning over a wide range of frequencies.The CMself-tunedfilter system, shown in Figure 4a,consistsof two singleended biquads fed with differential input signal and CM-reference, terminated by a differential buffer rejecting the CM-reference output component,plus the frequency-andQ-tuning schemes.
The frequency-tuning scheme realized as a phase-locked loop
maintains in quadrature the phasemerence between the reference frequency and the sum of the lowpass (LP)outputs of both
filters. The summing is by highpass (HF')summers shown in
Figure 4b. To make the frequency-tuninginsensitive to variation
of the reference amplitude, the phase detedor (Gilbert cell) works

I

identical system and the outputs of two peak detectors are forced
to be equal by a high-gain differential amplifier.
The measured LP transfer functions for different tuning frequencies are shown in Figure 5. In Figure 6, the BP is measured at one
frequency while &-factorsare tuned. Non-zero transmission of BP
at dc k caused by l / 8 m - lThe
~ ~results
~.
of Figs. 5,6 prove that both
control schemes operate independently.The noise spectrum of the
filter with both tuning schemes operating is shown in Figure 7.
The typical output residuum of a 20mVpp-inputreference is 300pV
rms. Note that for higher-order LP filters the reference frequency
fa& well in the stopband where its presence is not critical.
The output residuum of the input reference is caused by the CMDM conversion-gainresultinghm the mismatchbetween the two
filters. For resistor and capacitor matching of 18,the mismatch
between the two filters measured at the reference frequencyis 2
6%. The simple way to reduce this residuum is to decrease the
input level of the CM-reference,but this has alimitimposed by the
DM-CM conversion-gain introducing the signal component into
the CM-reference output. HP transfer of summers reduces this
component, and lowers the limit for the input CM-reference level.

-

Design parameters of small devices are given in Table 1.Table 2
summarizes results of measurements. A micrograph of the chip
realized as a transistor-array is shown in Figure 8.
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nLmp9p
95-165
28V
15-23V
9.3GHz

20-36
28.W
8-15V
5.5GHz

Table 1. Device parameters.
Parameter
Power supply
Tuning range
Differential input
Dynamic range
Dissipated power

Measurement
0 - 5V
10 - 6OMHz
2Vpp
61 - 71dB
85mW

Comment

*lo %

typical
far 1% THD
with tuning on
filter + tuning

Table 2. Measuredperformance.
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Figure 1: Bipolar -1
G-C integrator:
a) GMloaded with Ug-resistor and capacitor.
b) pnp OTA with Schotky diode input level shift.

Figure 2: Bhm acheme using the replica of loaded GM
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Figure S; Singleendedbiquad with two lossy integrators.
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Figure 4: Schematic of CM=~eX=tuned
filter system:
(a) 2 singleended filters; frequency- and Q-tuning.
(b) HP summemi d in frequency- and Q-tuning.
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Figure 6 Measured BP output (3 reference amplitudes and frequency-tuningat 6OMHz).

Figure 7: Measured filter noise spectrum
(tuning schemes at 30MHz).

Figure8 Seepage370.
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Figure6 Micrographof a Bok-pixelIT-CCDimage sensair.
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Figure 7: Reproduced image of RE'I'MA chart
using full pixels without color filter.

